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ABSTRACT

RF Dielectric spectroscopy (DS) is a powerful monitoring technique that

can quickly and accurately characterize the properties of various materials.

Based on this principle, Radio frequency (RF)-based liquid detection and

classification sensors have been widely studied in recent years and various

RF-based sensors are being developed. In this thesis, we consider the

problem of distinguishing liquids of similar electrical properties and propose

two electromagnetic wave-based types cavity resonator sensor. The

working principle of the proposed sensor is based on the fact that the

change in permittivity of liquid samples inside cavity sensor will also cause

a change in resonant frequency. The proposed resonator sensors consist of

metal cavity that resonates according to the permittivity of liquid and a

monopole that excites electromagnetic waves. For experiments, six different

gasoline samples of permittivity in the range of 2.018 to 2.218. By using a

gasoline permittivity of room temperature and changing sensor parameters,

the sensors were designed by high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS).

The designed sensors are cylindrical and rectangular type and have resonant

frequencies of 7.119GHz and 5.13GHz for normal gasoline, respectively. The

cylinder sensor is designed to distinguish the five gasoline samples, and the

rectangular sensor to distinguish the six gasoline samples with additive new

sample of permittivity difference of 0.016 with others. We obtain 8 MHz

resonance separation sensor at room temperature to the sample of closest

permittivity by the rectangular sensor experiments and 18 MHz by the

cylindrical sensor experiments. To verify the feasibility of the fabricated

sensors under temperature variation, experiments have been carried out

using thermostatic chamber and vector network analyzer (VNA). The

minimum frequency separation to distinguish gasoline samples of the
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cylindrical sensor is found to be larger than 29 MHz with reflection

coefficients under -11 dB when temperature changes from -35°C to 0°C. To

verify the feasibility of the fabricated sensor under temperature variation

from 0°C to 20°C by using the rectangular sensor, we derived a simple

linear distinction function of resonance frequency and S11 parameter and we

obtained a minimum 4.4MHz resonance separation by the function.

These results showed that the distinction performance for normal gasoline

is robust to temperature variations. Through simulations we also showed

that the distinction property is robust to design parameter errors, installation

position variations and sensing time variations. These results show that the

proposed sensor can be utilized effectively for distinguishing different DI

gasoline.
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1. INTRODUCTION

RF Dielectric spectroscopy (DS) is a powerful monitoring technique that

can quickly and accurately characterize the properties of various materials.

The DS works by extracting molecular characteristics of material under test

(MUT) while it undergoes interaction with applied time-varying electric field

over a broad frequency range [1]. The extracted information from the RF

frequency regions is mainly comprised of permittivity (or dielectric constant),

a frequency dependent property of the material that offers cost-effective,

compact and simpler implementation of the sensing unit. Based on this

principle, various RF-based sensors are being developed that measures the

dielectric characteristics through the change in capacitance for each

frequency represented by the S-parameter and resonant frequency. Using

these parameters, classification, identification, and characteristic measurement

of liquids are performed [2]. It is a potential research area for developing

consumer and sensor based-electronics. Typically, it is used for monitoring

the quality of food such as milk [3], measuring liquid flow conditions [4],

glucose concentration in blood [5], salt water concentration [6] and sensing

characteristics of chemicals such as ethanol [7-11].

Such a most studies focus on simple mixtures with relatively large

differences in permittivity. By contrast, Research on RF sensors for

complex blend material with small permittivity differences is insufficient.

Therefore, in this paper, we proposed a cavity resonator sensor to

distinguish liquids with small dielectric constant differences. The sample to

be sensed issix diffrent DI gasoline samples inclusive sample of permittivity

difference of 0.016.

Gasoline, also referred to as gasolene, is a complex blend of compounds of
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volatile chemical constituents used as fuel for internal combustion engines

[12]. It is well-known to automobile engineers that the volatility of gasoline

plays a critical role in affecting vehicle drivability and operation [13]. The DI

index is defined as the temperature at which specified fractions of the

sample are distilled, and it is closely related to volatility. An appropriate

drivability index leads to smooth acceleration, ease in engine

cold-start/warm-up operations and no or far less surge while driving. The

vehicles that use different blends of gasoline require some form of sensors

to measure the DI and composition of the fuel. At present, different

techniques have been used to measure the DI of fuel.

Lambert et. al. estimates the DI of the sample by heating a fuel sample

placed between two narrow parallel plates of a capacitor and then measuring

the change in capacitance of the sensing element as a function of time and

temperature [14]. Another reported technique utilized platinum resistance

temperature detectors (RTDs) to compare the engine exhaust gas

temperatures during cold starts to actual engine exhaust air/fuel ratios using

low and high DI fuels to detect the cold start volatility characteristic of the

fuel [15]. The limitation to this technique is that it can not differentiate

between various DI but only detect the presence of a HiDI fuel. Moreover,

both of the techniques mentioned above generally require the sample to be

heated for a substantial amount of time before the sensor becomes effective

for control following a cold start. By contrast, RF techniques do not require

the sample to be heated so quick measurements are possible.

Among microwave based designs, resonant cavities are easy to fabricate,

require a minimal sample, possess excellent resonant characteristics that

ensure higher accuracy [16], [17] and high sensitivity [18] when used

explicitly in sensing resonant frequency locations. This attribute is useful for

different material characterisation including nutrient monitoring in waste

water treatment [19], food evaluation and analysis [20]. It is worth noting
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that the resonant frequency is comparatively less sensitive to the impurities

that increase the conductivity of fuel blends [21]. Many researches are based

on cavity designs. Guo et. al. in [16] used cylindrical cavity opened at both

ends for on-line water content measurement by measuring resonant

frequency of the cylindrical cavity. Another reported sensor utilizes a

cylindrical cavity for resonant frequency change between 5 and 5.7 GHz to

analyze a two phase gas–liquid flow regime in a pipeline [22]. Ethanol

content present in gasoline has a high permittivity that allows useful sensors

to be built using relatively short lengths of metal enclosure cavities [21].

The as-developed sensor design is based on a rectangular metal cavity

enclosure, which results in a small size and easy fabrication. The designed

sensor was experimentally verified and demonstrated using an ANSYS

high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) and a vector network analyzer

(VNA), which shows the consistency of the simulations with experiments.

Additionally, the robustness of the sensor to temperature variations was also

verified by conducting different experiments. The sensor shows an obvious

change in resonance frequency with the change in DI, which can be

effectively used for the distinction of different DI gasoline.

The content of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the

cylindrical cavity sensor modeling and performance evaluation of the

cylindrical cavity sensor, on the basis of simulation and experimental results,

is discussed. Section 3 describes the rectangular cavity theory and sensor

modeling along with an error analysis of the sensor via simulations and

experiments and the sensor fabrication and experimental results, as well as a

linear function for gasoline distinction, are described. In Section 4, the final

conclusion of the paper is presented.
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2. CYLINDRICAL CAVITY SENSOR

To distinguish between various gasolines, the proposed sensor model is

shown in Figure 1. This sensor can be separated into two components: a

monopole and a cylindrical cavity which can be built from circular

waveguide by shorting metal walls at both ends. Figure 1(a) illustrates the

geometrical structure of the cylindrical cavity resonator which consists of

closed copper cylinder filled with sample of permittivity ɛ, where ɛ = ɛ0ɛr
(ɛ0 is the permittivity of free space approximately equal to 8.85×10−12 F/m,
and ɛr is the relative permittivity of the fuel). The proposed sensor design is
chosen to be a closed metal cavity structure to avoid any external

interaction since the sensor is to be used either inside the fuel tank or at

the fuel inlet of the car where there is a chance of the presence of other

electromagnetic waves. The interior of the cavity is a hollow uniform

cylindrical shape. A small hole is kept at the top center of the cylindrical

cavity for providing the feed source. The feed source is vertically placed into

the cavity through the hole which acts as an intermediator from external

equipment to the cavity for transmitting microwaves inside the metal

enclosure and for monitoring its resonant behaviour. A monopole has been

chosen as a feed source as shown in Figure 1(b). The degree of coupling is

controlled by adjusting the length of the probe which is kept small to have

minimum interaction with the field inside. The monopole is coated with thin

layer of insulating medium Teflon to avoid direct contact with the testing

gasoline samples in order to avoid corrosion which may lead the sensor to

operate abnormally. Even though the current in the monopole is very small,

an electric field is created between monopole and adjacent wall of the
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resonator which is maximum at the location of monopole and also

perpendicular to the wall. The current also generates a magnetic field that

radiates like a magnetic dipole tangential to the wall.

Figure 6. Geometrical structure of (a) Cylindrical cavity resonator (b) A

coupling probe (monopole) fixed at the top center of cavity

The resonant frequency of the cavity exhibits a substantial change with a

small change in square rootof permittivity (ɛ ) of gasoline samples. A basic
experimental schematic utilizing the proposed sensor for measuring

permittivity of different gasoline samples is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Experimental schematics of microwave cavity resonator for 
measuring permittivity of different gasoline samples

When resonance occurs, there is the possibility of the occurrence of

various electromagnetic modes within a specific cavity where different modes

have their own resonant frequencies, dimensions of cavities and associated

Q-values [23]. The basic modes for cylindrical cavity resonators are

transverse magnetic TM01 and transverse electric TE01 and TE11 [24]. In

microwave theory, the higher-order mode decays rapidly, hence TM01, the

first higher mode of the circular waveguide, was selected. This selection

was made since it is easier to manufacture as compared to the TE mode in

actual application environment. In cylindrical cavity, the wavelength of the

TM01 modecan be defined as [25]:

   (1)
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where a is the internal radius of the cavity. The resonant frequency for a

given mode is calculated using Equation (2), where fnmt is the resonant

frequency of the TMnmt mode; m, n and t are the number of full-wave

patterns along the circumference, the number of half-wave patterns along

the diameter and the number of half-wave along the height of the cylindrical

cavity respectively; d is the height of the cavity; Pnm is the mth root of

Bessel function of nth order. The values of Pnm are listed in Table 1; c =

299792458m/s is the speed of light; µr is the relative permeability (value

considered to be 1 since the gasoline samples are non-magnetic in nature)

and ɛr is relative permittivity of the filled material inside the cylindrical
cavity sensor.

 

 



 




 



(2)

From Equation (2), it can be noticed that the utilization of higher

frequencies may lead to small size cavities that in turn need a much lower

quantity of the sample.

m

n
1 2 3

0 2.405 5.520 8.654

1 3.832 7.016 10.174

2 5.135 8.417 11.620

Table 1. The roots (Pnm) of the Bessel function
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For transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves, more than one

antennas can be positioned inside the cavity. The most common

arrangements are one-port or two-port cavities [26]. For one-port

arrangement, when the testing material inside the cavity interacts with

electromagnetic waves, a part of the power is reflected back which is

termed the reflection coefficient or the return loss that can be measured

with the help of VNA. This measure is used in the following simulations

and experiments to analyze the performance of the proposed sensor. For

sensitivity analysis, resonant frequency separation is chosen for the

distinction of gasoline samples.

The proposed sensor is designed to attain wide frequency separations and

low reflection coefficients for all scenarios. The design steps of proposed

cavity sensor are as follows:

1) Selection of permittivity (ɛ): First, we selected the permittivity of
gasoline for simulating the sensor model. The gasoline samples used in our

experiments are high driveablity index (HiDI) samples with average

permittivity value of 2.1 and the permittivity of normal gasoline used in the

design of this sensor is 2.15, which is similar to the average permittivity of

HiDI gasoline.

2) Selection of the cylindrical cavity mode and design frequency: The

procedure of selecting TM012 and the design frequency is already described

in Section 2.1.

3) Selection of cylindrical height (d): We have chosen the height of the

cylindrical cavity through simulations by sweeping it for the frequency range

of 6.7-7.7 GHz. Figure 3(a) shows the optimization process of selecting the

cylinder height. It is chosen to be 35 mm as it gives the minimum reflection

coefficient for the given frequency range.
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4) Selection of monopole height (h): To find the best height for the design,

we have observed that the height of 8 mm of monopole gives good response

in terms of lower reflection coefficient as shown in Figure 3(b).

Similarly, all those optimized parameters were chosen as they gave the

best results in frequency separations and reflection coefficients.

Figure 8. (a) Simulation results for the optimization of cylindrical cavity

height (d) (b) Simulation results for the optimization of monopole height (h)

The proposed cylindrical cavity sensor is fabricated using conductive

copper cylinder of inner radius (a) 19.2 mm and height (d) 35 mm. The

manufactured sensor is shown in Figure 4(a). In this model, a coupling

probe of height h and radius r is designed by extending the feeding coaxial

cable with a small distance into the cylindrical cavity sensor and fixing at

the bottom center. In our case, the height h of the probe is set to 8mm

which is equal to one quarter of the wavelength of frequency 7.119 GHz

making the input impedance nearly equivalent to that of an open circuit. The

dimensions of coupling probe are 0.5mm × 8mm and it is wrapped with

Teflon with radius size of 3mm as shown in Figure 4(b). The selected

design parameters for the cavity resonator with height of 35 mm, radius of

19.2 mm and feeding height of 8mm showed minimum reflection coefficient
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and largest frequency separation. The optimized parameters for the designed

sensor are given in Table 2.

Figure 9. (a) Actual fabricated sensor (b) Coupling Probe (Monopole)

Parameter Dimension
(mm) Parameter Value

a 19.2 P01 2.405

d 35 t 2

h 8 Permittivity (ɛ) 2.15

r 0.5 mode TM

Table 2. Design parameters of the proposed sensor

The electromagnetic field of cylindrical cavity sensor with TM012 mode is

simulated using HFSS software in Figure 5(a) and 5(b). It can be observed

from these figures that the magnetic field of the TM mode is parallel to the

cavity bottom and tangent to the wall of the cylinder and the electric field

is perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the wall at the location of

the probe. The intensity of electric and magnetic field is maximum at the

center of the cavity and decreases approaching from the cavity center to the

boundary. Therefore, these simulation results are in good agreement with

theory in Section 2.1
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Figure 10. (a) Electric field top view of cylindrical resonator (b) Magnetic

field side view of cylindrical resonator

By using HFSS, simulations have been conducted to analyze how the

chosen design parameters and selected TM012 mode for the presented sensor

affect reflection coefficients and frequency separation for different gasoline.

We considered five different gasoline samples among samples specified in

Table 3, which represents different types of standard gasoline/ethanol blends

according to their ethanol content and emissions of nitrogen oxides (NOx),

total hydrocarbon (THC), non-methane hydrocarbon (NMHC), carbon

monoxide (CO). The reflection coefficients of the selected five samples of

LEV3, Tier3, Euro4, Cold CO, Tier2 and one assumed sample (permittivity

differ by 0.01 with LEV3) are shown in Figure 6 for a frequency range from

6.6 GHz to 7.7 GHz. Note that Euro4 of 2.134 permittivity has a high quality

factor since it has closer permittivity to the designed permittivity 2.15. On

the other hand, Tier3 of 2.289 permittivity has a low quality factor since its

permittivity is not close to the designed value and has very small complex

permittivity as compared to the other samples. The resonant frequency

separation of four samples is greater than 100MHz and the reflection

coefficients are below -12 dB. The minimum frequency separation of 18
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MHz lies between the assumed sample and LEV3, which is still possible to

distinguish.

Figure 11. Simulation results of resonant frequency for the proposed

sensor at 20◦C temperature for various gasoline samples

Index
Gasoline
Samples

CO THC NMHC NOx
Etanol
(vol.%)

1
Tier 2
(Indolene)

3.5 - 2.16 4.44 <10

2
Tier 3

(Indolene E10)
3.5 - - 4.9 14.8-15.2

3
LEV 2
(Phase 2)

6.4 0.032 - 0.05 <10

4
LEV 3

(Phase2 E10)
- - - 0.07 9.75-10.25

5 Cold CO 1.7 0.45 - 0.17 <10

6 Cold CO E10 1.5 0.4 - 0.2 10

7 Euro 4 1 0.10 - 0.08 <10

8 Euro 5 1 0.1 0.068 0.06 <10

Table 3. Gasoline Samples according to emission standards for light vehicles,

g/km [27],[28]
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Next, we simulated three different fuels such as kerosene, gasoline and

heavy oil as mentioned in Table 4 to verify the resonance performance of

the proposed sensor. The reflection coefficient according to frequency is

shown in Figure 7. The response is plotted for a frequency range of 6 GHz

to 8.5 GHz. Note that the proposed sensor exhibits remarkable resonant

frequency separation between different fuel samples and has low reflection

coefficients below -31 dB. Also, it can be easily observed that the resonant

frequency has a negative relationship with permittivity.

Kerosene Gasoline Heavy Oil

fr (GHz) 7.847 7.173 6.519

Γ (dB) -31.5 -36.2 -32.0

ɛ 1.8 2.15 2.6

Table 4. Simulation results of proposed sensor showing resonant

frequency, reflection coefficient and permittivity for kerosene, gasoline and

heavy oils [29] at room temperature (20◦C)

Figure 12. Reflection coefficient versus resonant frequency of the proposed

sensor for kerosene, gasoline and heavy oils at room temperature (20◦C).
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2.3.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consisted of a cylindrical cavity resonator with

monopole, VNA, external pump, thermostatic bathing, cable, capillary tubes

and gasoline samples. The cylindrical cavity sensor is connected through a

connector to supply microwave signals and to allow measurements to be

taken using a calibrated series network analyzer VNA (100 KHz - 8.5 GHz

E5063A, KEYSIGHT) via a 50 Ω coaxial cable. The gasoline solutions are

introduced in the cavity via a thermoplastic capillary. In particular, the

capillary is connected to an external pump via tube fittings so that a

continuous gasoline flow is created and no air bubbles are formed in the

capillary. A thermostatic bath and thermometer are used to control and

monitor the temperature of gasoline samples as shown in Figure 8b. The

experimental setup described above is shown in Figure 8a with gasoline

bottles with different permittivities and microwave cavity sensor.

Figure 13. (a) Original experimental setup (b) Thermostatic bathing
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2.3.2. Results and Discussion

Two important properties of dielectric materials are complex permittivity

ɛ  ɛ  ɛ″ and loss tangent tan  ɛ
ɛ″
. The real part ɛ of ɛ* is the

permittivity (i.e. product of the free space permittivity ɛ0 and the relative
real/absolute permittivity ɛr ) quantifying the stored energy within the
medium and the imaginary part ɛ’‘ represents dielectric loss factor related to
the dissipation of energy within the medium. The ratio tanδ quantifies the

loss of power due to the propagation in a conductor. To analyze this loss of

power, we performed experiments with the proposed sensor on gasoline

samples with different permittivities as shown in Figure 9 using Table 5.

The complex permittivity values were measured using N1501A permittivity

measuring kit. The temperature of 20◦C was chosen since the proposed

sensor is designed at the same temperature and also the N1501A kit can

measure permittivity only from 0 to 120 degrees.

Gasoline

Sample

Permittivity

Real (ɛ)
Permittivity

Complex (ɛ’‘)
Tier2 2.018 0.0764

Cold CO 2.072 0.073

Euro4 2.134 0.066

Normal gasoline 2.15 0.0494

Tier3 2.289 0.0087

LEV3 2.324 0.0385

Table 5. Real permittivity and measured complex permittivity for different

gasoline samples at 20◦C

As we know that the permittivity of a solution changes with change in

temperature, which in turn changes the resonant frequency. However, the

effects are relatively small for hydrocarbon lubrication oils. The typical
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decrease in permittivity for hydrocarbon oils is about 0.0013 to 0.05 percent

per degree Celsius[30]. To verify this relationship and to analyze the ability

of the proposed sensor for various gasoline samples in cold condition, we

evaluated the sensor response as shown in Figure 10. The temperature

range of 0◦C to -35◦C was chosen for the cold condition and the

measurements were made with the help of thermostatic bath. In Figure 10,

small and linear change in resonant frequencies according to the temperature

variation can be observed. The minimum frequency separation of 31 MHz

lies between Euro4 and Cold CO at 0◦C temperature. The resonant

frequency shifts towards a slightly higher value with the rise in temperature

for Euro4, Cold CO and Tier2. For Tier3 and LEV3, the resonant frequency

shifts slightly to a lower value since these two gasoline samples have

higher percentages of ethanol and the ethanol tends to have low permittivity

at higher temperatures[31]. Nonetheless, the performance of the proposed

sensor is almost the same which confirms the robustness of the sensor with

temperature changes.
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Figure 14. Variation of Loss-tangent(tanδ) with permittivity(ɛ) for
different gasoline samples

Figure 15. Experimental results of resonant frequency for the proposed sensor

at different temperature for various gasoline samples
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Using optimized parameters, we performed full wave analysis of the

proposed sensor using HFSS for the frequency range of 6.5 GHz to 7.5 GHz

under different temperature conditions. By sweeping frequency from 6.5 GHz

to 7.5 GHz, we achieved reflection coefficient for LEV3, Tier3, Euro4, Cold

CO and Tier2 at -35◦C to 0◦C temperatures as shown in Figure 11(a) and

11(b) respectively. The proposed sensor fulfills the requirement of large

frequency separations between different samples making it sensitive towards

small changes in permittivity of a given sample. The gasoline sample, Tier2

shows minimum reflection coefficient at -35◦C with -63.64 dB dip at a

resonant frequency of 7.15 GHz. In Table 6, the frequency separations of

close resonant peaks are listed. At higher temperatures, the resonant

frequency increases. Higher temperatures increase the activity of electrons

and reduce the relative permittivity of fuels thus, resonant frequency as well

as reflection coefficient increases. Here, the point to be noted is that the fuel

with lower permittivity has higher resonant frequency and vice versa i.e.

Tier2 as the fuel with the lower permittivity and LEV3 as the fuel with

higher permittivity. These results reveal that the proposed cylindrical cavity

sensor is still very sensitive to distinguish normal and HiDI gasoline under

different temperature conditions.

Figure 16. Reflection coefficient analysis of the proposed sensor at

temperature (a) -35◦C (b) 0◦C
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Gasoline Samples
Resonant

frequency [GHz]
Reflection

Coefficient [dB]

Frequency
Separation
[MHz]

LEV3 (-35◦C) 6.818 -13.14
86

Tier3 (-35◦C) 6.904 -19.02

Euro4 (-35◦C) 7.042 -23.4
36

Cold CO (-35◦C) 7.078 -22.69

LEV3 (0◦C) 6.791 -11.41
112

Tier3 (0◦C) 6.903 -15.21

Euro4 (0◦C) 7.074 -13.36
29

Cold CO (0◦C) 7.103 -15.71

Tier2 (-35◦C) 7.148 -63.64
-

Tier2 (0◦C) 7.215 -22.37

Table 6. Real permittivity and measured complex permittivity for different

gasoline samples at 20◦C

The relationship between permittivity of the different gasoline samples and

resonant frequency is shown in Figure 12a where curve 1 shows theoretical

values and curve 2 shows experimental values. The resonant frequencies of

theoretical data are slightly higher than experimental values. The qualitative

analysis of Figure 12(a) suggests that resonant frequency decreases

monotonically with increase in permittivity in both curves. The experimental

results are in agreement with that of theoretical results. Now, to perform

quantitative analysis of the given data we define percentage error as follows:

Percentage Error = |Experimental values - Theoretical|/Experimental values

× 100. Figure 12b represents the percentage error between the theoretical

and experimental values of resonance frequencies for various gasoline

samples with different permittivity. The overall error is below 1.7%, which

confirms the accuracy of the proposed sensor.

All the measurements were repeated five times with the same sample and

their average value was considered. Samples with different dielectric

constants in experimental measurements show various quality factors.
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However, since the repeated measurement error of all samples is 0.5 MHz,

which is smaller than the minimum resonant frequency difference 29 MHz

between samples, it is possible to distinguish between different samples even

considering LEV3 with a lower quality factor.

At the end, we have performed a comparison of our proposed method with

the capacitor method, which is one of the DI measurement method presented

in [14]. The results are summarized in Table 7. The sensitivities of the

proposed sensor are achieved by taking the ratio of difference in resonant

frequencies (fr) of the samples to the difference in DI values and listed in

Table 7 RF. Similarly, sensitivities of the sensor in [14] calculated by taking

the ratio of voltage difference of the samples to the difference in DI values

and listed in Table 7 Capacitor. It can be seen that the proposed sensor is

better in terms of sensitivity to DI.

Figure 17. (a)Theoretical and experimental results of the proposed sensor for

different gasoline samples at 20◦C temperature. (b) Percentage error between

the theoretical and experimental results of the proposed sensor for different

gasoline samples at 20◦C temperature.
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Method Sample DI
Resonant Frequency

fr [MHz]
Sensitivity
[100KHz/DI]

RF

Cold CO 1132 7191.0 51.05

Tier3 1075 6900.0 -

LEV3 1168 6788.9 11.93

Capacitor

A 1131 2180 0.020

B 1087 2090 -

C 1164 2230 0.018

Table 7. Sensitivity/DI the proposed RF method and capacitor method
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3. RECTANGULAR CAVITY SENSOR

3.1.1. Theory and Principle of Operation

The operating principle of microwave-based sensors depends on the

interaction of electromagnetic (EM) waves with the material under analysis.

Due to this interaction, the test material alters the signal velocity, causing

reflection or attenuation. One of the main advantages of such sensors is

their ability to safely measure in an enclosure without any external

interaction using only EM penetrating waves. When the cavity is excited

with an appropriate frequency, it starts to resonate, causing different

resonance modes to occur. These resonance mode frequencies depend on the

structural parameters of the resonator cavity and the dielectric properties of

the sample inside. In a rectangular waveguide, TEM mode cannot occur, and

the only propagating modes are TE and TM, in which the resonant

frequency can be calculated using Equation (3) [32].

 

 



 




 




 



(3)

where    are the mode numbers;  is the speed of light;  denotes

the relative permeability (since the gasoline samples are nonmagnetic, the

value is taken to be 1);  is the relative permittivity of the sample and

   are the width, height and depth of the cavity, respectively. For TM

modes, the values     are not a possible combination; therefore, the

lowest frequency mode with stable resonant frequency for the rectangular
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cavity is TM110. It is desirable to have a maximum intensity of the magnetic

field and minimum intensity of the electric field where the sample is present.

A higher magnetic field results in effective excitation and an increased

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), while a higher electric field deposits higher

power, which leads to sample heating. The condition is further worsened if

the sample is conductive [32].

The Q value of the cavity sensor can be largely defined as the loss 

due to the cavity wall and  representing the sharpness of resonance.

The loss  due to the cavity wall of the rectangular cavity resonator

operating in    mode is given in Equation (4).

 
 

 
 


 

(4)

  


   


   


    

     
 

 

where  is the natural impedance of air and  is the surface resistance

of the resonator wall. The higher the  , the more energy is stored in the

cavity compared to the power consumed by the cavity wall [33]. The

sharpness of resonance  is as shown in Equation (5) [34].

  


(5)

In this equation,  is the resonance frequency, and B is the bandwidth,

which is the difference between the two frequencies that are 3 dB higher

than the reflection loss of the resonance frequency. The higher the 

value, the lower the return loss and narrow bandwidth; therefore, it is easy

to distinguish gasoline samples. In this paper, the process of optimizing the

 value of the sensor is performed through simulation during the design
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of the sensor.

The designed sensor model is shown in Figure 13. The sensor is

composed of two major components: a monopole and a rectangular cavity

made up of copper enclosure filled with relative permittivity εr(ε=ε0εr,whereε

0andεarethepermittivitiesoffreespaceandgasoline,respectively). The interior of

the rectangular cavity is hollow with a small feeding source vertically placed

at the center for the transmission of EM waves. As described in (3), the

cavity sensor exhibits a specific resonance mode according to the design

parameters and sample permittivity. A thin protective layer of insulating

medium is coated over the monopole to avoid corrosion and direct contact

with the samples inside, which may cause unwanted results.

Figure 18. Geometry of the proposed sensor. (a) Isometric view, (b) Side

view.
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3.1.2. Sensor Design and Simulation Results

By using HFSS, the proposed sensor is designed to detect normal gasoline

among various gasolines, including HiDI gasolines. The sensor is designed

for commercialization and has a resonance band below 6 GHz, which is

common operating frequency of commercial RF device. Moreover, the sensor

is designed considering the characteristics of a rectangular resonator that

increases the rate of change of the resonance frequency per relative

permittivity and decreases the size of the sensor in the high frequency band,

which is found to be 5~6 GHz. The simulation model for the design of the

sensor is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 19. Simulation model

The sensor is modeled as a structure contained in a fuel tank filled with

gasoline. The dimensions of the sensor are optimized to have a basic 

resonance with a high  value for the previously mentioned resonant
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Figure 20. S11 parameters vs. (a) Sensor depth, d, (b) Monopole height, h.

frequency band. The design procedure of the proposed rectangular cavity

sensor is as follows:

Enclosure width (a) and height (b): By setting the permittivity of normal

gasoline to 2.157, the dimensions are designed to have a resonance frequency

range from 5 GHz to 6 GHz. The dimensions are determined to have 

[23].

Enclosure depth (d): The frequency responses according to various depths

are evaluated to examine the  at  . The optimum depth (d) can be

obtained as shown in Figure 15(a). Monopole height (h): Similar to step 2,

the height of the monopole is optimized to have a high  at  . The

simulation results are shown in Figure 15(b).

The design parameters of the proposed cavity sensor are summarized in

Table 8 The optimized width a, height b, and depth d, are set to be 30 mm,

25 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The monopole height h, is 3.9 mm, and e

is the edge length of the triangular hole.
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Parameter Dimension
(mm) Parameter Values

a 30 Mode TM

b 25
Mode numbers (mnl) 110

d 20
Resonant Frequency band 5-6

GHzh 3.9

Permittivity (εr) 2-2.2e 4

Table 8. Optimized Sensor Parameters

The designed sensor is verified by using HFSS software, as shown in

Figure 16 and 17. It can be observed from Figure 16. that the EM field at

resonance frequency matches well with the designed  . Note that the

magnetic field of the TM mode is perpendicular to the sensor depth

direction, and the order of the electric field is one to the width and height

directions.

Figure 21. EM fields in TM110 mode.(a) EM field, (b) Top view of the M

field, (c) Top view of the E field.
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Figure 22. Frequency responses of normal and HiDI and gasolines with the

designed sensor.

The frequency responses of the proposed sensor for HiDI and normal

gasoline are plotted in Figure 17. The permittivities and the corresponding

loss tangents are summarized in Table 9. These values are measured at

room temperature (19°C~21°C) by using an N1501A permittivity measuring

kit by KEYSIGNT Technology, and the average of 5 measurements taken

from the measurement system is measured. The corresponding experimental

environment for measuring the permittivity is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 23. Setup for measuring permittivity at room temperature

Gasoline DI Permittivity
Loss
Tangent
[ε”/ε]

Tier2 1144 2.018 0.038

Cold CO 1132 2.072 0.036

Euro4 N/A 2.134 0.031

Normal 443 2.157 0.02

HiiDI1250 1255 2.173 0.023

Lev2 1168 2.218 0.042

Table 9. Units for Electric Properties

The minimum permittivity difference between normal and HiDI gasolines is

as small as 0.016. Nevertheless, the resonance separation of the proposed

sensor becomes at least 11.5 MHz, which is much higher than the 0.1 MHz

frequency resolution of VNA. This large frequency margin, along with the

high  factor at normal gasoline resonance frequency show the validity of

the proposed sensor plausible.
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3.1.3. Sensitivity Analysis of the Sensor

To verify the reliability of the designed sensor, we conducted a few

simulations by changing the design parameters.

1) Effect of sensor position on sensing property

To show that the resonant characteristics of the proposed sensor are

robust to sensor positions, we consider a fuel tank of 45 L, which is full of

normal gasoline. Next, we measure variations in resonance frequencies and

S11 parameters by moving the sensor position by 50 mm. The obtained

results are shown in Figure 19, in which the resonance frequency shift and

S11 difference are less than 300 kHz and 4.01 dB, respectively. These

numbers reflect less than 0.0056% changes in resonance frequency and 8%

changes in S11 parameters, which are negligible changes for normal gasoline

distinction.

Figure 24. (a) Simulation setup, (b) Frequency responses at position①, (c)

Frequency responses at position②, (d) Frequency responses at position③
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2) Effect of sensor parameters on sensing property

To determine the reliability of the proposed sensor, we have investigated

sensing performance by considering errors in parameters given in Table 8.

In this study, we only consider one parameter at a time while the other

three parameters are fixed as optimum values. To evaluate the sensing

property, we only consider the closest sample HiDI1250, instead of all

samples, because the rest of the HiDI samples are far more separated than

the HiDI1250. To set the threshold of two sample separations, we choose a

10 MHz frequency separation and consider three S11 parameter values of

-20 dB, -25 dB and –30 dB.

By changing a size from 20 to 30 mm in 0.05-mm increments, we obtain

resonance responses and evaluate resonance separation and minimum S11

parameters according to a size, which are shown in Figure 20. Next, we

obtain resonance responses and evaluate resonance separation and minimum

S11 parameters according to b size, which are shown in Figure 21 by

changing b size from 25 to 32 mm in 0.1-mm increments. Similarly, we

obtain resonance separation and minimum S11 parameters according to d

sizes of 0.5 mm increments and to h sizes of 0.02 mm increments and

present them in Figure 22 and 23, respectively.

Figure 25. (a) Frequency responses according to size variations of a, (b)

Minimum S11 vs. size variations of a
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Figure 26. (a) Frequency responses according to size variations of b, (b)

Minimum S11 vs. size variations of b

Figure 27. (a) Frequency responses according to size variations of d, (b)

Minimum S11 vs. size variations of d

Figure 28. (a) Frequency responses according to size variations of h, (b)

Minimum S11 vs. size variations of h
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The tolerances of the a, b, d and h size errors according to the three S11

parameter thresholds are summarized in Table 10.

Design
Parameter
[mm]

S11Threshold -20 dB -25 dB -30 dB

a
[25]

Δa [mm] -2.5~4 -1.5~0.6 -0.75~0.5

error
[mm]/[%] 6.5/26 2.1/8.4 1.25/5

b
[30]

Δb [mm] -3.3~1 -1.8~0.8 -0.7~0.4

error
[mm]/[%]

4.3/14.3 2.6/8.7 1.1/3.7

c
[20]

Δd [mm] -3.5~6 -2~3 -1~1.9

error
[mm]/[%] 9.5/47.5 5/25 2.9/14.5

d
[3.9]

Δh [mm] -0.3~0.28 -0.18~0.14 -0.12~0.08

error
[mm]/[%] 0.58/14.9 0.32/8.2 0.2/5.1

Table 10. Tolerance of Design Parameter Errors According to S11 Parameter

Thresholds

The evaluated minimum design margin at -30 dB is 3.7% in b size, and

the maximum is 14.5% in d size. The minimum and maximum design

margins increase to 14.3% in b size and 47.5% in d size, respectively. Note

that the minimum resonance separations under the a, b, d and h size errors

are greater than the predefined 10 MHz threshold, as shown in Figure 24.

These results prove that the proposed sensor design is a reliable fabrication

method.

3) Effect of sensor parameters on resonance frequency

To check the stability (stable distinction) of the proposed sensor according

to sensor size errors, we have investigated resonance frequencies of the

closest sample HiDI1250 and normal gasoline. The frequency separations

according to a, b, d and h size variations are shown in Figure 24. From the
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figure, we can notice that the minimum 10 MHz separations are maintained

at resonance frequencies for all considered design parameters. These results

assure that the proposed sensor guarantees stable distinction of normal

gasoline.

Figure 29. Resonance frequencies of normal and the closest HiDI vs.

(a) size variations of a, (b) size variations of b, (c) size variations of

d, (d) size variations of h
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3.2.1. Sensor Fabrication and Verification

Based on the parameters in Section 3.1, we fabricate the proposed sensor,

as shown in Figure 25. During the fabrication process, the length of the

sensor monopole was adjusted from 3.9 to 3.7 mm to compensate the

manufacturing error. The monopole of the sensor is fabricated using an

SMA connector, and the enclosure is fabricated using a 0.3 mm copper plate.

The sensor is attached to the top of the small aluminum fuel tank, in

substitution for the car fuel tank. The tank is a cylindrical aluminum case

with a size of 32 X 55 mm (radius X height) tightened to the sensor with a

rubber ring. The gasoline is injected with a motor pump through the two

circular fuel holes at the top of the tank until the sensor is sunk under

gasoline. The gasoline reaches the sensor through triangular fuel holes with

edge dimensions (e) of 4 mm.

Figure 30. Manufactured sensor and tank. (a) Monopole, (b)

Rectangular Cavity Sensor enclosure, (c) Fuel Tank, (d) Assembled

form.

The sensor is a shielded cavity sensor; therefore, theoretically, the fuel

size does not affect the sensitivity of the sensor. To verify insensitivity, the

simulation model and results with different fuel tank sizes are shown in
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Figure 26. In simulations, three size of the fuel tanks are considered such as

32 X 55 mm (the proposed size), 64 X 110 mm (twice of the proposed size)

and 150 X 450 mm (equivalent to 31.8 L fuel tank, 1502 X π X 450 =

31,808,625 mm3). The resonance frequency of the proposed sensor is 5.3074

GHz, and the reflection coefficient is -43.58 dB when the proposed 3255 mm

fuel tank is considered. Note that the difference in resonance frequency and

reflection coefficients for three fuel tanks is less than 1.7 MHz and 2.54 dB,

respectively. These results show that the sensor performance is insensitive

to the outside fuel tank size.

Figure 31. (a) Models of three fuel tanks, (b) Frequency responses of

three fuel tanks.

The measured average frequency response of the fabricated sensor with

S11 parameters according to various gasoline samples at room temperature

(19℃~21℃) is shown in Figure 27. The S11 parameter for normal gasoline

at resonance frequency increases from -36.7 dB to -26.9 dB, which it is still

lower than other resonance frequencies of HiDI gasolines. The minimum
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frequency separation among resonance frequencies of HiDI gasoline is

measured as 8 MHz, which is sufficient for the distinction of HiDI gasolines.

Additionally, note that the 8 MHz frequency margin can guarantee distinction

of normal gasoline even when 0.1 MHz of max frequency deviation of five

measurements is considered.

To verify the resonance frequency relation with permittivity, as given in

Equation (3), HFSS simulation and experiments were performed at room

temperature. The resonance changes are displayed in Figure 28, which

shows that the measurements decrease as permittivity increases. The 39

MHz of average resonance frequency deviation from the simulations can be

explained by experimental and fabrication errors. Nevertheless, we can

observe that the proposed sensor exhibits remarkable resonance frequency to

unity permittivity ratio as 931 MHz/ε by computing the slope of the dotted

measurement fitting line.
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Figure 32. Frequency responses of normal and HiDI gasolines with

the fabricated sensor

Figure 33. Simulated, experimental and theoretical results of different

gasoline samples at room temperature
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3.2.2. Experiment at Various Temperatures

When there is a variation in temperature, it also affects the permittivity of

the solution, which subsequently changes the resonant frequency of a

permittivity-based sensor. For hydrocarbon oils, including gasoline, the

change in permittivity with temperature can be calculated following Equation

(6), where  is the temperature of the gasoline sample,  is the relative

permittivity at 20℃, and  is the relative permittivity change coefficient that

typically ranges from 0.0013 to 0.05% per degree Celsius [35]. For our case,

working within the operating frequency of 5 GHz to 6 GHz, increasing the

temperature decreases the relative permittivity of normal gasoline ranging

from 2.157 to 2.155.

       (6)

The experimental setup for evaluating the distinction capability of the

proposed sensor under different temperatures is shown in Figure 29. The

corresponding experimental schematics to measure the resonant frequency at

different temperatures are shown in Figure 30 for the purpose of clarity. In

this setup, the sensor is placed in a thermostatic chamber to provide varying

temperature conditions using a thermostat. The sensor is connected to a

VNA (100 kHz-8.5 GHz, E5063A, KEYSIGHT) via a 50Ω coaxial cable and

to a thermostatic bath. The temperature variations were observed from 0℃

to 20℃ with a 5℃ step size increment. To validate the sensing performance

of the proposed sensor over repetitive experiments, we measured resonance

frequencies and S11 parameters of six samples five times at 5-minute

intervals and obtained deviations of 1.73 MHz and 0.286 dB in resonance

frequencies and S11 parameters, respectively.
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Figure 34. Actual experimental setup for various temperature

settings
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Figure 35. Schematics of the experimental setup for various temperature 
settings

The experimental results are shown in Figure 31, which shows that the

sensing property changes are negligible and insensitive to multiple

experiments. Note that the S11 parameters of normal gasoline are less than

-13 dB. To distinguish normal gasoline from HiDI gasoline regardless of

temperature variation, a linear function is derived, as given in Equation (7).

      (7)

where  represents the S11 parameter less than -13 dB and 

represents the resonance frequency. Figure 32 show the resonance frequency

and S11 parameter against temperature as well as the plane corresponding to

the function   in Equation (7). Note that the resonance frequencies

have a direct relation with temperature; resonance frequencies decline as the

temperature decreases. Also, we can notice that the function can detect
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normal gasoline from HiDI gasoline with the minimum 4.40 MHz frequency

margin and 0.764 dB S11 parameter margin to the closest sample. Since

these margins are greater than the average standard deviation of

measurements, we can expect the definite and stable distinction property of

the proposed sensor.
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Figure 36. Resonant frequencies and s11 parameters of six gasoline samples 
at five temperatures obtained by five repetitive experiments

Figure 37. Resonant frequencies and s11 parameters at five temperatures with 
a decision plane
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4. CONCLUSION

Two type cavity sensors are proposed to distinguish between different

gasoline samples with minimum permittivity difference of 0.016 at different

temperature conditions. The sensing principle of the proposed sensors relies

on the change of resonant frequency caused by the change of permittivity of

sample inside the cavity sensor. The proposed sensors are designed to have

a high Q factor and large frequency separation between gasoline samples.

The sensor design parameters are optimized and verified by HFSS

simulations. The sensors adopt cavity resonator design which is easy to

fabricate and calibrate, has high frequency sensitivity and can be made in

compact form.

The presented sensors are fabricated with an enclosed conductive copper

cavity and a fixed coupling probe wrapped with Teflon mounted inside the

top center of the cavity resonator. The experiments at room temperature

confirm effectiveness of gasoline distinction capability. The experimental

results are also in agreement with theoretical results which can confirm the

accuracy of the proposed sensors. Experiments at various temperatures also

show its robust distinction property to temperature variation when the

proposed distinction function of resonance frequency and S11 parameter are

used. Throughout experiments obtained by changing design parameters and

installation position locations, we show reliable, stable and repeatable

properties of the proposed sensors. These results prove that the proposed

sensors are significantly immune to temperature, position and design

variations and thus can be effectively used for gasoline distinction. The

proposed sensor design can be applicable to sensor for other liquid detection

when the liquid’s dielectric property is dominant factor between samles.
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